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Abstract— Today, eXtensible Markup Language (XML) is fast
emerging as the dominant standard for storing, describing,
representing and interchanging data among various enterprises
systems and databases in the context of complex web enterprises
information systems (EIS). Conversely, for web EIS (such as ecommerce and portals) to be successful, it is important to apply
a high level, model driven solutions and meta-data vocabularies
to design and implementation techniques that are capable of
handling heterogonous schemas and documents. For this, we need
a methodology that provides a higher level of abstraction of the
domain in question with rigorously defined standards that are
to be more widely understood by all stakeholders of the system.
To-date, UML has proven itself as the language of choice for
modeling EIS using OO techniques. With the introduction of
XML Schema, which provides rich facilities for constraining and
defining enterprise XML content, the combination of UML and
XML technologies provide a good platform (and the flexibility)
for modeling, designing and representing complex enterprise
contents for building successful EIS. In this paper, we show
how a layered view model coupled with a proven user interface
analysis framework (WUiAM) is utilized in providing architectural construct and abstract website model (called eXtensible
Web, xWeb), to model, design and implement simple, usercentred, collaborative websites at varying levels of abstraction.
The uniqueness xWeb is that the model data (web user interface
definitions, website data descriptions and constraints) and the
web content are captured and represented at the conceptual level
using views (one model) and can be deployed (multiple platform
specific models) using one or more implementation models.
Index Terms— OO conceptual models, web engineering, web
user interface design, XML-views, WUiAM, XML

I. I NTRODUCTION
In software engineering, many methodologies have been
proposed to capture real-world problems into manageable segments, which can be communicated, modelled and developed
into error-free maintainable software models and modules
[1][5]. Similarly, in the case of Web Engineering, both web
content and specifications should represent meaningful units
of information with respect to the semantics of the domain in
question [6][7].
Web engineering and website development have evolved
from coding simple HTML based static pages into complex

a software engineering discipline. The traditional web engineering techniques, which were based around textual file
based structures, provided only limited or no facilities for
modeling higher-level design concepts that go beyond the
granularity of file-based textual information [8][9][2][4]. But,
today’s websites not just deliver static contents, but also
support (web) application driven data transactions to complex
multimedia web contents [3][10][11]. Thus with complex web
contents such as interactive and hypermedia based web sites,
designers went beyond traditional HTML files and turned
towards middleware and scripting technologies, from Common
Gateway Interface (CGI) scripts to advanced SOAP messages.
While there are speedy advancement in the implementation
and deployment level technologies, there is a lack of sufficient
techniques with modeling and design capabilities that are
available to classical (non-web based) software solutions. One
of the most common architecture for the deployment of such
web system is the 3-tier architecture, which consist of the
presentation layer, application layer, and data layer.
In designing today’s websites, there are many challenges
faced by web engineers. These challenges may be grouped
into; (i) nature of web technologies (in comparison to standalone software solutions), (ii) user interface design constraints and (iii) web content (traditional structured data vs.
unstructured data). Due to some of the unique characteristics
of the web such as; (a) unknown end-user base (for e.g.
number of users, skill-level, user-training, etc), (b) untested
or targeted end-user skills, (c) unstructured and heterogeneous
content formats that are mainly presentation oriented, (d)
stateless processes and (e) unknown end-user/client platform
and configuration, made it almost impossible to develop a
uniformed single web engineering technique that is acceptable
all. Therefore, since the beginning of the dot.com boom,
researchers have proposed various web engineering techniques
and methods to make web engineering an achievable dream.
In the case of user-interface engineering, due to the unique
characteristics of web architecture, there is a great degree of
flexibility in the design of the Web User Interface (WUI)
[12][13], compared to the user interface design of traditional
software applications. This in turn has had some undesirable
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consequences. Like the development of any software application, a systematic approach is required to support the design
process of WUI; hence the application can support the users
to complete their tasks efficiently and effectively. The process
of WUI design involves both logical and perceptual aspects.
Without careful analysis of the UI requirements, usability
problems can result in the implemented application. The
process of WUI design involves both logical and perceptual
aspects [14].
Web standards are one of the issues that define how web
technologies can progress to new levels. Similar to the importance of web engineering methodologies, it is also important to
have uniform web standards (such as protocols, languages such
HTML, XML etc) that are capable of handling heterogeneous
web content, but also support the emerging new engineering
processes. To address such issues, in late 90’s, many web
engineering approaches namely; (a) Objected-Oriented (OO)
for web content engineering using portable web languages
and databases, (b) relational DBMS/middleware powered web
engineering (e.g. later Oracle Portal) and (3) combination of
both (a) and (b). But, to best of our knowledge, none of
the approaches provide a comprehensive, yet generic solution
that helped web engineering from conceptual modeling to
implementation.
Conversely, as industrial production techniques move towards a distributed model, the need to exchange data via web,
between heterogeneous data sources [15][16] is constantly
increasing. These heterogeneous data sources could arise from
server groups from different manufacturers or databases at
different sites with their own schemas. However, since the
introduction of eXtensible Markup Language (XML) [17], it is
fast emerging as the dominant standard for storing, describing
and interchanging data among various Enterprises Information
Systems (EIS) and heterogeneous databases. In combination
with XML Schema [18], which provides rich facilities for
constraining and defining XML content, XML provides the
ideal platform and the flexibility for capturing and representing
complex data formats structures, including meta-data for web
contents.
In a typical enterprise website, web contents may range
from static un/semi-structured textual data to binary multimedia streams and dynamic on-the-fly hypermedia contents.
Another dimension to web content is that, they are distributed
and hosted by multiple geographically distributed servers and
databases. In direct contrast to DBMS managed structured data
(relational or Object-Relational or OO), the web content do not
conformed to traditional data models which assume a fixed
data model/schema for a given set of data domain. Therefore
since the introduction of Internet and the World-Wide-Web,
researchers, standard organizations and the Industries rallied
around to adopt a web data language that is semantically rich
and descriptive yet conforms to open standard schema, which
can support and describe all types of data and content on the
web, including the traditional structured data.
XML documents which are tag-based and self-describing
data documents that represent a hierarchical tree structure. At
the conceptual level, they can be visualized as hierarchical
trees or graphs. An XML document is usually associated with
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a Document Type Definition (DTD) or XML Schema which
is used to define and constrain the syntax and structure of
a document. XML schema provides more rich facilities for
descriptive user-defined elements and attributes specification,
with the flexibility of re-use and flexible constraint definitions.
XML schema, which itself is a XML document can be also
represented as a hierarchical tree/graph structure. Though
semantically descriptive, XML document and its associated
schema provides less human comprehensible model in comparison to diagram based models such as UML. Most of these
challenges are addressed in proposing the xWeb, described in
the following sections.
One other interesting development is the introduction of
OMG’s Model Driven Architecture (or MDA) [19], which
presents an interesting OO based paradigm for Industrial Informatics and system modelling; that is, in MDA, specifications
of the system operations are separated from the details of
the platform/implementation specific syntax or specifications.
For such approach to be successful, under MDA, all models
have to be specified in an orderly manner, at a higher-level of
abstraction, which in turn should be easily mapped to platform
specific specifications. Therefore it is interesting to look at web
solutions under the MDA initiatives, with utilization of XML
technologies for web content management.
In MDA, platform independent models play a vital role in
system development and data engineering. Under the MDA
initiative, first the model of a system is specified via an abstraction notation independent of the technical or deployment
specifications (i.e. Platform Independent Model or PIM) and
then the PIM is mapped or transformed into a deployment
model (i.e. Platform Specific Model or PSM) by adding
platform or deployment specific information into the PIM.
To support MDA initiatives in data engineering, data semantics, constraints and model requirements has to be specified
precisely at a higher level of abstraction. This presents an
opportunity to investigate data views as a means of providing
data abstraction and semantics in PIMs for data intensive MDA
solutions.
In the context of web engineering solutions under MDA, it
is still a challenging task to produce PIMs. This is mainly
due to OO modeling languages such as OMG UML [20],
Extended-ER [21] etc. provide insufficient modeling constructs
for utilizing heterogenous schemas (e.g. XML, RDF-S) and
web content descriptions and constraints, while many web
language schema (CSS, HTML, XML, RDF etc.) lacks the
ability to provide higher levels of abstraction (such as conceptual models, visual constraints) that are easily understood
by humans.
In this context, to this date, many web engineering solutions
(for simple web site design to e-Commerce engineering) are
focused mainly on building, designing and maintaining web
pages (using various styles and techniques) to support userrequests (from displaying simple text information to B2B and
B2C transactions) without consideration for all four combined
aspects of web engineering namely;
 a well defined design methodology (such as OO) using
standard modeling language (such as OMG’s UMLó
[20]) to capture and model (a) domain requirements,
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(b) user requirements, (c) user-interface requirements
(user-interface engineering), (d) data requirements (data
engineering) and (e) platform/architecture requirements,
 a generic architecture adoptable to various implementation techniques,
 well defined generic data standard (such as XML) to
describe and represent web data and
 a process to address post-development maintenance and
expansion.
Though there exists tools that can perform one or two of
the above stated aspects in regard to web engineering, to our
knowledge no tool or techniques provide all four aspects. In
this paper we propose web engineering methodology (called
eXtensible Web or xWeb) [22] that we argue will provide
all four aspects of the software engineering process for a
comprehensive web engineering methodology. The xWeb is
an architectural construct and a design methodology based on;
(i) Object-Oriented conceptual modeling (OOCM) principles,
(ii) Web User Interface Engineering using the Web User
Interaction Analysis Model (WUiAM) [12][23] and (iii) web
content abstraction using a Layered View Model for XML
[24].
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2,
we briefly look at some early work done in relation to website
engineering, followed by section 3 which describes and defines
some of the core technologies used in xWeb. Section 4
outlines xWeb in detail, including its components and the
xWeb architecture. Section 5 describes a detailed walkthrough
of the xWeb design steps, including domain model, use-case
analysis and the WUiAM model, using a case-study used to
illustrate the xWeb concepts. Section 6 concludes the paper
with some discussion on our future research directions.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Here we look at some work done in web design approaches
and in particular, website and web portal design, as our
work incorporates both. There exists many work and tools in
dealing with one or more aspects of general web engineering
principles, works such as [6][8][14][25][26], but none of these
address the whole spectrum of web engineering issues. Also,
there are many existing works that deal with the possibility
of application of portal in different areas of use [27], and
the classification and discussion of different type of portal
[13][28]. Only few have look into the issue of the actual design
and development of a portals. One of the most interesting work
includes [29], where the authors looks at the development
of portal from a software engineering perspective. In [30],
usability issues are taken into account and the importance of
evaluating these on customizable portals is also discussed. But
most of these works do not provide a comprehensive design
and technological solution for addressing both web data and
web user interface design issues under one design methodology. We argue that, such a combined design methodology
is a must for any web system development such as re-usable
websites and portals.
In [31], the authors have argued that there are two aspects
of technical architecture that a web modeling language must
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possess for it to be used effectively on the development of web
systems, namely information architecture and functional architecture. In the related literature, there is a lack of consideration
to the idea that the implementation of a web user interface
(WUI) is quite difference to that of a traditional software
system, as traditional software GUI is mainly constructed
through the use of GUI widgets. Also, the kinds of device
that are used for the display of WUI are much diverse, such as
PDA’s, mobile phone, etc. Over the years, several techniques
have been introduced in the literature for the modeling and
design of web-based systems. There is a heavy concentration
in the earlier methods to be; (1) hypertext oriented [32][33],
or (2) data centric or data driven [26]. While some of the more
recent methods have its base on (3) object oriented paradigm
[6]. These models were found to not pay sufficient attention
to users, who are central in web systems. These systems,
hypertext, or data centred approaches need to be contrasted
with the (4) User-Centred approach [23][25][34].
An interesting new development in web engineering is the utilization of ontologies. Works such as
[9][10][16][35][36][37] looked at the problem of web engineering (and web portal) from an ontology engineering point
of view and some works have successful implementations.
Though this is a good problem to solve from a domainspecific website engineering (such as the GONG project,
http://gong.man.ac.uk/), we argue that, using ontologies to
model and design generic and/or domain independent websites
are time-consuming and complex. Designing an ontology base
for modelling user interaction/profile is itself a complex and
ongoing research problem [9][23][27] and combing generic
website semantics into such an ontology base will increase
size and complicity of the ontology base beyond practical
use, as complex query processing and sub-ontology extraction
algorithms are required to construct the website pages.
In general, many of more recent web design methods
attempt to address navigational design partly in certain way
within the proposed process. However, the navigational model
is often a by-product of the underlining domain model, which
does not always provide the user view required as the user
would like to perceive the information. Rather, it had only map
this data model that are a suitable representation of the data for
storage and efficient for system manipulation directly onto the
presentation layer. It can be observed there is the assumption
that all data source come form the internal system. However,
with the swift advent of technologies such as web services,
agent-base system, the final contexts that are presented to
user on client device may include content from a number of
different data sources. This will certainly have fundamental
effect on the way how the whole system is to be built.
III. P RELIMINARIES
Our approach to web engineering is a Conceptual View
driven User Centric architectural construct and a design
methodology, with extensive support for; (i) web content
abstraction and meta-data using the layered view model and
(ii) web user interaction analysis and design using WUiAM,
for modeling and building user-centric, content-based websites
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Entity-Relationship Model (E-ER) [21]. The conceptual views
are constructed using a set of conceptual operators [41].
Definition 1: A conceptual view is the one which is defined
at the conceptual level with higher level of abstraction.

Fig. 1.

The Layered View Model for XML (context diagram).

(and web portals [38]). The uniqueness xWeb is that the model
data (web user interface definitions, website data descriptions
and constraints) and the web content are captured and represented at the conceptual level using views (one model) and
can be deployed (multiple platform specific models).
To understand xWeb, in is imperative that, one should
understand both the layered view model and the WUiAM in
some detail. Here, in this section, we briefly describe these
models in details.
A. The Layered View Model
The layered view model [24]used here has three-layers of
abstraction (Fig. 1), namely; (1) conceptual, (2) logical or
schematic and (3) document or instance level. The view model
is based on the postulates 1 and 2, about the real world.
Postulate 1: The term context refers to the domain that
interests an organization as a whole. It is more than a measure
and implies a meaningful collection of objects, relationships
among these objects, as well as some constraints associated
with the objects and their relationships, which are relevant to
its applications.
It should be noted that, the context here refers to static metadata and web content specific context and not to be confused
to navigational context described in section III.B(3) below.

One such abstract view formalism will;
i
provide data abstraction to view data set similar to a
class (in OO) does to real-world objects,
ii
enable the software designers (not the programmers)
to visualise, construct and validate constructed data
sets (views) that are normally left to implementers,
iii
utilise as a tool to communicate better with the
domain users (DU) and to improve domain user
feedbacks (as DU usually used to visualise data as a
constructed data sets (views) than a stored/modelled
data class),
iv
be utilised in other areas, such as User Interface
Engineering (UIE), where abstract constructs can
be constructed at the conceptual level to capture
Abstract User Interface (AUI) objects [42], where the
user interface objects are identified based on what the
user interface does and not how it is done and
v
be utilised by system designers to add additional data
semantics at a higher level of abstractions to data
intensive domains (such as XML based domains),
where the meaning of data is important than the data
itself.
In related literature, the notion of conceptual views is nonexistent. From relational to semi-structured and XML, the view
concept begins at the data manipulation language level.We
argue that, providing view formalism at the conceptual level
(abstract views) will improve the resulting view implementation similar to that of a conceptual model what does to a
software system.
First we briefly explain some of the terms used in the
layered view model.

Postulate 2: The term view refers to a certain perspective
of the context that makes sense to one or more stakeholders
of the organization or an organization unit at a given point in
time.

Conceptual Objects (CO): CO refers to model elements
(objects, their properties, constraints and relationships) and
their semantic inter-relationships (such as composition, ordering, association, sequence, all etc) captured at the conceptual
level, using a well-defined modeling language such as UML,
or XSemantic nets or E-ERD [21], etc. A CO can be either of
type simple content ( ) or complex content ( )
depending on its internal structure [43] [44] [45]. For example,
CO that uses primitive types (such as integer, character etc)
as their internal structure corresponds to ( )and CO
that uses composite objects represent their internal structure
corresponds to ( ).

1) Conceptual Views: The conceptual layer (Fig. 1) describes the structure and semantics of XML views in a way
which is more comprehensible to human users. It hides the
details of view implementation and concentrates on describing objects, relationships among the objects, as well as the
associated constraints upon the objects and relationships. Due
to its abstract nature, conceptual views can be defined using
any high level modeling languages such as Dillon and Tan
notation [5], UML [39], XSemantic Nets [40] or Extended

Conceptual Schema (CS): We refer conceptual schema
as the meta-model (or language) that allow us to define,
model and constrain COs. For example, the conceptual schema
for a valid UML model is the MOF (combined with its
associated MOF meta-model elements such as stereotypes and
data dictionaries). Also, the UML meta-model provides the
namespace of such schemas.
Like XML Schema, where the instance will be an XML
document, here, an instance of the conceptual schema will be
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a well-defined, valid conceptual model (in this case in UML)
or other conceptual schemas (ie. meta-model such as MOF),
which can be either visual (such as UML class diagrams) or
textual (in the case of UML/XMI models).
Logical/Schema Objects (LO): When CO are transformed
or mapped into the logical/schema level (such rules and
mapping formalism described in works such as [43] [45]
[46]), the resulting objects are called SO. These objects are
represented in textual (such as a schema language) or other
formal notations that support schema objects (such as graph).
In our work, for logical/schema level we use XML Schema as
the schema model language.
Thus, a context   may be stated as an item (or collection of
items) or a concept that is of interest for the organization as a
whole. It is more than a measure [47] [48] and is a meaningful
collection of model elements (classes, attributes, constraints
and relationships) at the conceptual level, which can satisfy
one or more organizational perspective/(s) in a given domain.
Also, a perspective  may be stated as a viewpoint of an
item (or a collection of items) that makes sense to one or more
stakeholders of the organization or an organizational unit, at
given point in time. That is, one viewpoint of a context at a
given point in time.
Definition 2: A conceptual view (V  ) is a view, defined
over a collection of valid model elements, at the conceptual
level. That is, it is a perspective in a given context at a given
point in time.
A valid conceptual view of the valid CO collection set  is
defined as the perspective  constructed over a context  
by the conceptual construct  [41]. The resulting conceptual
view belongs to the domain dom(  ), (where dom(  ) =
dom( )) with schema   (  ), (where S  (V   = S  ()). The
conceptual view is said to be valid if it is a valid instance of
the view schema. Let V be a function of a view, therefore
conceptual view V  ;
V



= V( , ,, )

where, the view name of V  is provided by the perspective
 is provided by the context  in the
valid CO collection set of ; the view construction is provide
by the conceptual construct  (i.e. conceptual operators that
construct the view over a given context); the valid collection
set  provides the data for the view instantiation; the view
schema is provided by S  (V   which constrains and validates
the view instances of the view V  , and the domain is provided
by dom(V  ) for the view V  .

; the namespace for V

2) Logical Views: The middle schema (or logical) layer
(Fig. 1) describes the schema of XML views for the view
implementation, using the XML Schema language. Views at
the conceptual level are mapped into the views at the schema
level via the transformation mechanism developed in work [43]
[45] [46]. The output of this level will be in either textual
(such as XML Schema language) or some visual notations
that comply from the schema language (such as graph).
Definition 3: A logical view is an imaginary (XML) document schema which points to a collection of semantically
related (XML) tag definitions from a domain and satisfies a
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conceptual view definition from the target conceptual domain.
To continue from our discussion from conceptual views,
we have stated that, a logical/schema object (LO/SO) is
such that; when a conceptual object (CO) is transformed or
mapped into the logical/schema level (such rules and mapping
formalism described in works such as [43] [45] [46] [49]
[50]), the resulting objects are called LO. These objects are
represented in textual (such as a schema language) or other
formal notations that support schema objects (such as graph).
In our work, for logical/schema level we use XML Schema as
the schema language.
Let  denotes a schemata transformation of valid CO (e.g.
in UML ) into LO (in XML Schema elements [45] [49] [50]
with added extension for conceptual views [51]. Also, let 
(X) be a generic transformation rule set that transforms a valid
conceptual collection into a valid logical collection, where
”co” indicates the collection of CO and ”lo” indicated the
target LO/SOs (in our case, the XML Schema (xsd)). This
can be shown as;
X =

  X

where X is the valid logical collection of the valid conceptual collection X.
Definition 4: A logical view (V  ) is a view, defined at
the logical/schema level, which satisfies a conceptual view,
with a valid view definition, a valid view schema, and a query
segment to construct the view from the stored collection of
documents.
Therefore, we can show our logical view (V ) of a valid
conceptual view represented in UML as;
V = V  =

 

V  

The valid (XML) collection set is provided by the instances
of X for the view V instantiation. The data extraction is
provided by the transformation;




=

  

The view schema S (V  that constrains and validates
the view instances of the view provided by the S  V  =
  S V ). Here, in our work, the logical schema is


XML Schema [18].
The domain provides the domain for the view resulting from
the transformation.
It should be noted that, the relationship between V  and
V  is one-to-many [45] as one UML CO collection can be
mapped to one or more valid XSD LO collections.
3) Document Views: The document (or instance) level (Fig.
13) implies a fragment of instantiated XML data, which
conforms to the corresponding view schema defined at the
upper level.
Definition 5: A document (or instance) view is an XML
document that is instantiated or materialized (at the document
level), where the instance is well-formed and valid document
(here XML) that conforms to a corresponding logical view.
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The instantiation is done by a document view query expression
(here native XML query language).
Also, we can state this more formally, as;
Definition 6: An imaginary (XML) document (V  ) is a
logical view that is instantiated and/or materialized (at the
document level), where the instance is well-formed and valid
document (here XML) with view schema S
V .
The V  is instantiated or constructed by a query segment
(native XML query language syntax) or specific algorithms
such as OEA [52]. This transformation is shown by   =

. In order to keep the scope of this paper focused on
conceptual and logical view extensions, we do not provide a
detailed discussion on this transformation methodology.
In the case of xWeb, the conceptual view model mentioned
above is equivalent of the PIMs in the MDA framework. The
logical views and the corresponding document views can be
considered as the (static) PSM models of the corresponding
conceptual views. A detailed discussion on this layered view
model and formal properties can be found in [24] [41].

Fig. 2.

WUiAM – illustration of the two-layer concept.

Fig. 3.

Context Navigational Net notations.

B. Web Interface Dynamic Analysis Modeling
The process of WUI design involves both logical and
perceptual aspects. Without careful analysis of the user interface UI requirements, usability problems can result in the
implemented application. For this task, xWeb is support by the
use of the Web User Interaction Analysis Model (WUiAM),
which captures the user interaction for WUI at a higher level
of abstraction. WUiAM is a systematic approach that allows
the specification of an analysis model based on a task/activity
oriented approach. It is a modelling method for representing the possible user-system interaction requirements. The
information captures in WUiAM should be isolated from any
specific visual or graphical design concerns; it gives a logical
view of the Web User Interface (WUI) that is being considered.
This helps to ensure the accuracy and completeness of a user
view definition, and helps clarify the requirements for visual
design of the actual WUI at a later stage of the development.
The complete WUiAM contains two layers (Fig. 2), namely
Context Navigation Net (CNN) and In-context Flow of Interaction Net (iFIN). CNN, the purpose of this top layer of the
model allow the overall depiction of user movement within
the complete system domain to be capture as a whole be on
user task analysis, this process will be further discussed in
section 5.3 with the illustrated case study example. Essentially,
two types of user interaction behaviors are captured by the
navigational context on the CNN layer:
i
User to System – A major task/activity that a user is
required to complete in order to achieve a particular
goal.
ii
System to User – A response by the system to
the user as a result of some system process that is
triggered by user actions.
Transition between navigational contexts as defined in the
CNN (The complete set of notation of CNN is shown in Fig.
3) model can be of two types:

i

Unidirectional sequential transitions: A sequential
flow of control focus from the current context to
the next context is represented as a solid line with a
feathered arrow pointing to the next context.
ii
Bidirectional sequential transitions: A double ended
arrow represents the possibility of bidirectional transition between contexts.
iii
Non-sequential transition: Jump link from the current context. A Jump link is defined as a possible
switch in context where the destination context are a
group in a defined navigational structure, or a single
destination that are consider of non-sequential nature
based on the current path of the    in progress.
The iFIN, on the other hand, provide a method for the
magnification of user interaction within a particular context.
iFIN is a form of Perti Net and it consists of a set of graphical
notation (based on the Perti Net) proposed for the logical
design and modelling of user interface. The main constructs
of iFIN are shown in Fig. 4. These include a) state, b) action,
c) transition, d) start/end state, e) jump-link, and f) token. In
iFIN, a state is a representation of the state of an Abstract

Web User Interface class  
, a state before the user action
de-notes the pre-condition, and the one after denotes the postcondition in the current user interaction progress. Note here
this pre-condition and post-conditions are of the micro level
condition internal to the current active navigational context,
and therefore different to what is defined on the CNN level.
A token appears in the state shown, indicate that the current
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Fig. 4.

In-context Flow of Interaction Net notations.

command object is activated, and when all places before a user
action are activated, the user action can be fired, and hence
cause the transition to occur. A powerful feature of iFIN is its
ability to expend and shrink part of the model when required.
The meaning of this is that the model can defined down to the
very details of all possible UI constructs, or certain details can
be collapse into smaller section, while the model still maintain
its semantic. The complete set of notation of iFIN is shown
in Fig. 4.
The websites in the xWeb is designed based on User Tasks
(  ). For example, a user responding to a conference
call-for-paper, who visits the conference website may have
following user tasks, namely (a) gather what is the aim of
the conference, (b) check important dates and (c) hopefully
submit a paper. An online shopper visiting Amazon website
may have the following user tasks, (a) check new releases, (b)
check discount offers, (c) place an order and/or (d) add items
to wish list. The concept of User Task in xWeb can be defined
base on the notion used in the Web User interaction Analysis
Model [12][23].
Definition 7: An User Tasks (  ) is a series of interactions performed by a web user in order to achieve his/her
main task or goal.
A user task   defines a possible set of context, but a
single user task it may include the complete set of context that
can be defined for a system. The complete set of user task can
be described using open-ended net such as CNN. Contexts are
connected by transitions.
 

 CNN

Definition 8: A navigational context  is a perspective
over a collection of logically related user interface object
 that are perspective composite model from the conceptual level, such that a context corresponds to an Abstract Web
 , user interaction that occurs
User Interface class [53] -  
within the navigational context and it will result in a change
of business state in the system. Each navigational context is
a representation of the user perspective  of a collection
of logically related objects. This can be translated into the
representation of an Abstract User Interface class   is a
selection or a projection or other user-defined operation on one
or more underlying domain classes and detail internal dynamic
property of a navigational context is defined by its iFIN.
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The high level dynamic of a navigational context is characterizes by four attributes:
 Pre-conditions are conditions that need to be met before
a context can become activated, this helps the developer
to see the kind of access control that will be required for
each context.
 Post-conditions are the conditions that must be met
before control will be passed onto the next context, these
conditions will guard the flow of sequential transition.
However, for non-sequential transition these conditions
will not need to be met.
 Data Input is data that must be passed into the current
context from the previous sequential context, if any value
is present for this object, it means that a jump link entry
to this context will also need to meet this requirement.
 Data Output is data that will traverse into the next sequential contexts, again for the situation of non-sequential
transition, this condition will not need to be satisfied.
Definition 9: User action    would cause the transition
that result in the activation and deactivation of the current navigational context. A context is a generalization of the notion
of Activity in Activity Diagram. Features that characterize a
context are pre-condition, post-condition, data input, and data
output.
As
and

  can

  . The


be classified into two type; namely

following Postulates describe these in detail.

 provide the following facilities; (i)
Postulate 3:

trigger navigation from one context to another context; (ii)
trigger portion of the UI to change accord to user action; (iii)
moving data (i.e. trigger the movement of data from the UI
layer to the application program or database or vice versa,
or in between UI objects); (iv) initiating an action within the
system or stopping the action being carried out by the system.

Postulate 4:
  provide the following facilities: Information Objects have only static property. Its sole purpose is a
container for representation of a collection of meaningful data
and for the display this data. They are essentially a collection
of characters which describes the knowledge of the system
state to the user and is a service which the user can use for
further decision making.

IV. E X TENSIBLE W EB – xW EB
A. xWeb Design Methodology
The xWeb design methodology provides three levels of
abstraction namely; (1) conceptual, (2) logical or schema and
(3) document levels. Intuitively, xWeb methodology provides
a 3-step design process to engineer web contents. At the
conceptual level we; (1) design the web site and its semantics
(such as site layout, structure, data, user access control) using
a generic UML model (shown in Fig. 5), which serves as the
XML repository for the web site, (2) develop abstract user
interface definitions [42] using abstract (web) user interface
(AUI) objects or user perspectives [14] and (3) we derive
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Fig. 5.

xWeb (and xPortal) context diagram.

conceptual views to build the web pages (i.e. a web page
construct corresponds to one (or more) conceptual view/(s))
and web portals (view of a view/ aggregate view).
At the logical level we; (1) transform the XML repository
captured in UML model to XML (schema and document)
using the website data (page contents, layouts, resources
etc) as shown in Fig. 5, (2) transform AUI objects to web
user interface (WUI) definitions such as stylesheet definitions
and (3) transform conceptual views to XML view schema
definitions (schema & constructor or XQuery [54] definitions)
using transformation rules described in [45][49][50]. And
finally at the document level, the transformation is threefold;
(1) fill XML repository with web data, (2) transform XML
view definitions to (imaginary) XML (view) documents (materialized views) and (3) generate XHTML documents using
materialized XML (view) documents and UI definitions (an
XSLT transformation).
B. xWeb Model & Components
In this section, we briefly discuss the major components of
the xWeb (Fig. 5), its purpose and the implementation model of
the components. xWeb composes of three logical components
namely the XML repository, XML view repository and the
xWeb page server. These individual components are discussed
in the following sections.
1) XML (Web) Repository: The xWeb repository hosts
the website contents (site meta-data, data and user interface
definitions) in a generic XML encoded textual format. The
repository composes of a descriptive, semantically rich repository (XML) schema and an XML document that store the web
contents. Therefore the XML repository serves as organized
web information source for building, hosting and distributing
web data for intend use. Simply said, it replicates a simple
yet generic XML based database management system (DBMS)
hosting web contents.
Storing and maintaining web content in such an XML
repository reduces structural ambiguity among web content,
yet maintain semantic richness of each individual web object
(this in contrast to hosting web content as relational data).
Some of the perceived benefit of such repository include and

not limited to; (1) generic, yet semantically descriptive web
content repository (a direct result of using XML and XML
Schema for content description, (2) semantically richer than
relational and/or HTML counter parts where schema descriptions are limited and/or optional, (3) since it is in native XML
format, the web content dissemination (such as publication
data in our motivating example website) among collaborators
and/or stakeholders are easier than using propriety messaging
formats, (4) based on native XML technology, thus data is
descriptive and support heterogeneous web structures and (5)
since the web content is independent from WUI objects and/or
constraints (in contrast to HTML data), the data along with the
WUI definitions (not technology specific presentation layers)
are readily distributable and re-usable in other applications
such as web portal generation and collaboration. In the case
of collaborative website engineering, using XML repository
helps in; (1) keeping the content generic yet semantically
descriptive, (2) XML (view) Schema driven, therefore no need
of additional schema mapping at the source and the target
in the content distribution chain, (3) text based data (XML)
data thus support for Unicode & multilingual support and (4)
keeping the captured web user interface (WUI) definitions
independent and free of the web content structure and format.
For physical storage model for the repository, it is readily
implemented and hosted in any data storage technology that
provides support for native XML documents (and schema)
manipulations (from XML-enabled high end DB servers such
industrial relational or simple custom made native XML DBs).
2) XML (View) Repository: The XML (view) repository is
only logically (not physically) different from its web repository
counterpart. Here, instead hosting the original web content
and its associated structures, it hosts maintain (XML) views.
An XML view represents a web ”user” screen (with web
contestants and associated WUI definitions) in XML. The
description and the semantics of the user screen is provides
by the XML view Schema, which in addition provide validity
the user screen. Typically, the XML views in the repository
organized in a hierarchical manner that loosely reflect a
web document tree structure (such root view/node closely
resembles the classical index.html page in a classical web
server documents and so on).
Physically, the view repository is part of the XML (web)
repository storage model (similar to that of external schema
in the relational databases) and implemented as part of the
XML (web) repository (external schema). Typically the XML
views and the schemas are persistence in the view repository
together with their view definitions as they serve as the
middleware (thus avoiding overhead of additional XML-aware
middleware) between the presentation oriented XHTML pages
and the core XML repository based web contents. Here, the
middleware support is provided in the form of (XML) view
updates and re-writes.
3) xWeb (XHTML) page Sever: The xWeb Page server is
a typically a web server serving clients of X/HTML pages.
The XHTML pages are generated (preferably not in real-time)
using the XML views stored in the XML (view) repository
(in batch mode, depending on the web content type) and
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the WUI definitions using XSLT transformation. A detail
discussion of such transformation (XML view to XHTML)
can be found in [38] in the context of web portals. The main
advantage of using XHTML based pages to build screens is
performance and compatibility. Other perceived advances of
using HTML based screens include; (1) no propriety standards
(classical HTML server pages) or browsers needed to view
the pages (though originally the web content is based in an
XML encoded format), (2) easy to implement and maintain
(server/client technologies), (3) no new scripts and/or web
languages embedded into the web pages and (4) no middleware
and/or servers are needed.
V. A WALKTHROUGH OF THE xW EB D ESIGN
M ETHODOLOGY
In this section, we provide a practical walk though of the
xWeb methodology using a case study example. To understand
xWeb, it is important to understand both the inter-related xWeb
architecture and the design methodology itself. The designtime methodology has eight steps to model and deploy a
website. But first we briefly describe the case study.
A. An Illustrative Case Study
To demonstrate our work, we developed our research
group’s website eXel [55] as a simple xWeb/ xPortal [22][38]
system. It is a simple web site used as information source
(research collaboration, news, publication list etc.), for public relations (PR), references (for members and their students/collaborators) and for collaborative work (with other
research and industry partners/entities). In its simple form it
has four user groups (1) visitors (any user/agent visiting site),
(2) collaborative partners, (3) members and (4) administrators.
Each group has some predefined privileges in regards to
accessing the web site visitor being the least privileged group
and the administrator (here we assume that administrator is
a member of the research group) being the highest privileged
group. Each group use a predefined web portal (and associated
portlets), namely; (1) open/generic web portal, (2) memberportal (3) collaborator-portal and (4) admin-portal. A Use-case
model of this is shown in Fig. 6.
In related work [56][57], we discussed in detail about
communities (open, closed and locked) based on access
privileges for distributed information systems such as web
portals. Based on that, here in the xPortal system, member
and administrator group belongs to locked community whilst
collaborative partner group belongs to closed community. The
visitors (and other web users) belong to open community
where they mainly have view privileges only. The open-portal
is the typical web view for all visitors of the site. Its main use
is to display public information without access to add, edit
or delete permissions. The collaborator portal is for approved
collaborative partners of the eXel site, where they have some
added privileges (update publication list, download selected
publications etc) than visitors. Each member of the research
group has their own portal and is allowed to view, edit and
delete their own work.

Fig. 6.

Use-Case model of the example case study

Step 1. Development of conceptual model of the web
domain in question: At the conceptual level, the website domain and data requirements are analysed and captured (using
UML) using typical OO conceptual modelling techniques with
extensive use-case analysis (discussed in Section 5.2) and
WUiAM analysis (discussed in Section 5.3). Also identified
are the abstract (web) user interface (AUI) classes [14], such
as screens, their components and the navigation links.
B. Use-Case Analysis
Though we do not intend to address the issue of user access
control design for web sites, in regards to privilege and access
control in xWeb based systems, we look back at work done
in [56][57], where we discussed in detail about communities
(open, closed and locked) for web based systems based on
their access privileges. Based on that, in our case study
example, we identified four main groups of actors who interact
with system. They are (1) members, (2) administrators, (3)
collaborators and (4) visitors. The member and administrator
group belongs to the locked community while collaborative
partner group belong to closed community. The visitors (and
other web users) belong to open community where they mainly
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Fig. 7.

CNN model of the public portion of the eXel web site.

Fig. 9.

Fig. 10.
Fig. 8.

XML (web) Repository (conceptual level).

XML (view) Repository (conceptual level).

CNN model of the xPortal portion of the eXel web site.

have view privilege only. The complete use-case analyses
together with use-cases are shown in Fig. 6.
C. WUiAM Analysis
In this section, two of the CNN model examples are shown
here. This includes the model of the open and portal section of
the eXel web site, shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 respectively. Note
here that the purpose of CNN analysis model are to identify the
Abstract Web User Interface classes construct, which include
the high level information and command components and
navigational attribute. The most important notion of CNN is
to capture the possible navigation path of user based on user
analysis, and therefore the necessary navigational feature that
the system must provides, and this include the consideration
of pre-condition, and post-condition of possible transaction
of user interaction. In the model, the basic structure of the
system is depicted, based on this information; the navigational structure can also be defined. The public section of
the eXel web site are mainly consist of a context that are
compose with static information, such as member’s detail,

contact information, etc. The only semi-dynamic content is
in the Publication context, where member’s publications are
listed and some publications may be linked to the actual file
that can be view or download by visitors. Note here that
all external navigational requirements are also captured by
the model, which we argue are important element for the
establishment of the completeness of a user level model for
any web development.
The WUiAM model here formed part of the overall XML
(web) repository, its relationship with the actual data from the
Layered View Model is maintained relaying on the XML view
schema on this level. The details captured in the WUiAM and
the conceptual model of the XML (web) repository from the
core part of conceptual layer in the Layered View Model of
the xWeb methodology, and provide the foundation for the
transformation of the model into low level design model of
the overall system.
Step 2. Development of conceptual model of the XML
(web) repository: Based on the conceptual model development
in Step 1, the conceptual model is mapped to the XML
(web) repository model under three categories namely; (1) web
contents, (2) web resources (hypermedia objects host at the
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Fig. 11.

XML (web) Repository (logical model).

Fig. 13.

Typical xWeb page examples (XHTML).

Fig. 12.

XML (View) Repository (logical model).

Fig. 14.

Typical xWeb Page examples (XHTML).

website)and (3) user interface definitions (such as AUI). The
model developed for the example case study is shown in Fig.
9.
Step 3. Development of website conceptual model: Here,
based on XML (web) repository, conceptual views (views at
the conceptual level) are constructed to satisfy one ”screen”
which in turn satisfy one or more web user task/(s). The
conceptual views constructed form the XML (view) repository.
Fig. 10 shows this model, which is developed for the case
study example.
Step 4. Development of the XML (web) repository logical
model: Here, the conceptual model of the XML (web) repository is mapped to XML schema using schemata transformation
rules defined by Ling Feng et al. [45][49][50]. This (XML)
logical/schema model is shown in Fig. 11.
Step 5. Development of the XML (view) repository logical
model: The conceptual views defined in Step 3 are mapped to
XML views, where XML view schemas are constructed (an
example based on the case study is shown in Fig. 12).
Step 6. Development of the XML (web) repository document model: At this stage, the XML (web) repository is
populated with the web contents. Later the populated repository (XML) document/(s) are validated against the XML (web)
repository schema generated during Step 4.
Step 7. Development of the XML (view) repository document model: Here, the XML views defined are materialised
and validated against the (XML) view schema constructed in
Step 5 above. The view materialization can be done using au-

tomated tools (which uses XQuery or SQL 2003) or manually
using simple XPath or XSLT queries.
Step 8. Development of the xWeb (XHTML) Pages (Fig.
13-14): Here the materialised XML views are transformed
into XHTML pages using XSLT and style-sheet definitions,
thus enabling classical web servers to host xWeb pages. An
example of such transformation is discussed in [38].
VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we have demonstrated how XML-view coupled with WUiAM can provide a strong data semantics oriented and user centric website design methodology at the same
time. It provides an approach to design and implement and
manage semantically rich websites manage using MDA like
initiatives.
For future work, a few issues deserve investigation. First,
the process of automation, where the schemata transformation,
view construction and model mapping between the levels
(conceptual, logical and document) are automated. Second, is
the investigation into XForms as (web) user interface objects.
Another area that needs refinement is handling interactive
(web) objects (to support web applications), where web contents are updated in the XML (web) repository via XML
(view) repository in real-time. Also investigation into formally
modeling user access control (UAC) [58] mechanisms as part
of the xWeb methodology.
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